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ARC System  
Advanced Room Correction System  

The first acoustic correction system in a plug-in 

The ARC System delivers the most advanced solution to acoustical problems for any DAW-based studio. The ARC 

System combines a professionally calibrated measurement microphone with standalone software that captures sound 

information and calculates proper room correction along with a multi-platform plug-in: this technology will improve 

how your studio sounds forever. 

ARC features the revolutionary Audyssey MultEQ® technology, which measures acoustical information throughout the 

listening area in your studio. It then combines this information to provide an accurate representation of the room’s 

acoustical problems. The equalization solution then corrects for both time and frequency response problems more 

effectively and efficiently than any other room correction EQ on the market. The result is a clear and reliable 

representation of your mix. Regardless of the acoustical issues in your studio, what you are recording, mixing or 

mastering will become immediately clear and reliable. Your studio sound will improve forever. 

� The first and only room correction system in a plug-in for DAW-based studios  

� Includes a calibrated measurement microphone, measurement software and multi-platform correction 
plug-in  

� Improves clarity, stereo imaging and frequency response for faster, more reliable mixing  

� Revolutionary Audyssey MultEQ® technology corrects frequency and phase response not only for the 

engineer’s ‘sweet spot’, but also multiple points in the room  

� Step-by-step setup measurement wizard will have you up and running in minutes  

� A convenient, unique, mobile correction solution for the traveling engineer  

� Sonically 'treats' your room so you can finally trust the sound of your studio  

� Natively compatible with 64-bit applications and operating systems  

more info 



| Ampeg SVX | AmpliTube | Classik Studio Reverb | SampleTank | Sonik Synth | Philharmonik |  
| ARC System | SampleMoog | SampleTron | StealthPlug | T-RackS | GrooveMaker |  

| StompIO | IK Multimedia |  
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